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Overview

It was decided to test the MODS Level of Adoption rules across all repositories that were harvested during the grant period. This analysis would be reported to the DLF and wider community, as well as inform our working groups on changes to the Levels of Adoption rules before the grant was finished.

In addition to the analysis that is noted below, per-repository analysis will also be performed and sent to the repository owner noted in the OAI Identify statement. While this is not meant to infer culpability, we hope that it will assist data providers in any fixes they may want to make to their records for future use. 

Repository Conformance to MODS Levels of Adoption

Each MODS Aquifer repository was analyzed according to the MODS Levels of Adoption as created by the Aquifer Metadata Working Group (MWG) (http://wiki.dlib.indiana.edu/confluence/x/q24).  

The following table lists the sum total of repositories and the overall percentage of conformance to a particular Level of Adoption rule. Repositories were analyzed using the MODS and Asset Action Explorer (http://ratri.grainger.uiuc.edu/AAX/).

Caveats/Notes: 

	Repositories = OAI sets, so there can be more than one set per institution. The total number of repositories = 175.
	A sample of records was taken from each repository using the following heuristic:

below 100 records = all used
101-1000 records = 10% randomly sampled
1001-5000 records = 5% randomly sampled
5001 and up records = 1% randomly sampled
	Only the “Required” rules were tested. “Recommended” or “Required if Applicable” were not tested, as it would be difficult to determine which records conformed without looking at them individually.

All records in a repository needed to pass or fail the rule. There were few repositories in which some records passed and some failed, and in the interest of consistency only those that passed or failed completely were counted.
	For some rules, some records in a repository were “not applicable” or “not checked”. Consequently, only records that passed or failed the rule were counted, which may not have been the entire sample for a repository.
	For some rules, all the records in a repository fell in the “not applicable” category. These were not counted in the final calculation for percentage of conformance to a rule.

Full results are available as shareable Google Docs. Send Kat Hagedorn (khage at umich dot edu) an email to be added.

MODS Levels of Adoption Rule
(Each level includes the rules above it)
Number of repositories: percentage passed LoA rule
Number of repositories “not applicable”
Level 1
One or more <location> with a <url>, one of which should point to the resource in context
156: 89%
0

At least one <titleInfo> element with one <title> subelement
174: 99%
0
Level 2
At least one <physicalDescription> with <internetMediaType> -- value to be taken from appropriate list
138: 79% <physicalDescription>
18: 10% <internetMediaType>
0

At least one <typeOfResource> using values from the approved list
168: 96%
0

One and only one date element must be marked as a key date
25: 14%
0
Level 3
The @authority attribute on every <classification> present
57: 93%
114
Level 4
The @authority attribute on every <genre> present
107: 71%
25

The @type attribute for every <languageTerm> present
139: 78%
21

One <location> with one and only one <url> containing the @usage attribute value "primary display"
116: 66%
0

One <recordInfo> with <languageOfCataloging> to record the language of the text
162: 93% 
<recordInfo>
17: 10% <languageOfCataloging>
0

The <digitalOrigin> subelement of <physicalDescription>
16: 10%
11
Level 5
The @type attribute on every <identifier> present
166: 99%
8

The @type on <accessCondition> containing the value "useAndReproduction"
33: 19%
0

For each <placeTerm> a textual version of the place with the attribute type="text"
28: 27%
72

The @type attribute on every <relatedItem> present
142: 88%
13
Other
The value of <internetMediaType> should be a valid MIME type
144: 88%
11

There should be a slash (/) in the <internetMediaType>
18: 95%
156

A <location> <url> value should be an absolute, resolvable URL
160: 100%
15

Results and Conclusions

	Not surprisingly, Level 1 rules were conformed to by almost all repositories. It is likely that the remaining 11% who did not comply with the <location> <url> rule placed their digital object URLs in a <identifier type=”uri”> element. This was described in the Data Processing rules, and possibly communicated to potential data providers.

Across the board, conformance to a rule at a certain Level did not mean there would be similar conformance for the other rules in that Level. In particular, Level 2 and Level 5 seem to have the biggest spread.
For the “At least one <physicalDescription> with <internetMediaType>” rule, there was only 10% conformance with the use of the <internetMediaType> subelement. Consequently, the high conformance for “The value of <internetMediaType> should be a valid MIME type” and “There should be a slash (/) in the <internetMediaType>” should not be taken at face value.
By far, the most surprising result is for the “One and only one date element must be marked as a key date” rule. The assumption is that with the wide variety of dates (issue, origin, valid, captured, etc.), data providers had difficulty determining which date to mark as the key date.
As with any set of rules, it is possible that data providers had problems interpreting the rules (even with the FAQ created by the MWG) or dealing with changes in the rules. It has also been suggested that a MODS explorer, like the one currently available would have been beneficial as a service available during the time data providers were creating records for Aquifer.


"typeOfResource" in MODS Records

Instances of "typeOfResource" in MODS Aquifer records were counted across all repositories. A total of 515,480 records were used. These values are from a required standardized list 
(http://www.loc.gov/standards/mods/mods-outline.html#typeOfResource).

<typeOfResource> value
Number of instances of <typeOfResource>
cartographic
8288
mixed material
1640
moving image
2929
notated music
70249
software, multimedia
100
sound recording
182
sound recording-musical
5
sound recording-nonmusical
25
still image
253631
text
175990
three dimensional object
1799

Results and Conclusions

	The majority of records were “images”, following by “text” and “notated music”.

The large number of “notated music” records may have partially been due to the efforts of the participants in the Sheet Music Consortium grants, some of which were also part of Aquifer.
	These results are similar to the numbers calculated by OAIster in the past for the Dublin Core records they harvest. Images are described by the largest number of records, with text in second place.

Comparison with Colin Koteles’ Paper

Colin Koteles, a Masters student at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, wrote his thesis on “OAI/PMH Metadata Conformance to DLF/Aquifer MODS Guidelines” (http://hdl.handle.net/2142/8958). In this thesis, he analyzed a number of MODS repositories according to the MODS Levels of Adoption rules.

In the table below, we analyze our percentage of record conformance with his.

Caveats/Notes: 

	Koteles only harvested and analyzed records from 10 MODS repositories. All of these repositories were harvested without set designation except for the University of Michigan and Indiana University.

He harvested repositories that were not part of Aquifer, i.e., one set from UM Digital Library and the Deep Blue repository from UM.
He harvested these records a year and a half before we analyzed our repositories. The same records may have been changed in the interim.
	He tested the <subject> element, which was marked as “Required if Applicable” in the MODS testing we performed. Hence, we did not analyze this rule. 
He took the time to determine which records could be safely fixed and conform to the rules, which we did not.

Conformance of elements
Aquifer result
Koteles result
Level 1
<titleInfo>
99%
99.97%
Level 2
<typeOfResource>
96%
92.09%

<originInfo>
14%
3.00%
Level 4
<language>
10%
0.12%

<physicalDescription>
10%
7.97%

<location>
66%
0.37%

<recordInfo>
10%
0.10%
Level 5
<accessCondition>
19%
58.62%

Results and Conclusions

Perhaps unsurprisingly, the conformance is similar between Koteles’ analysis and ours. Those rules that were conformed to more often in Koteles’ analysis were also conformed to often in our analysis, and vice versa. This would imply that regardless of repositories, number of records, or time harvested, certain rules are easier for data providers to comply to than others.
	However, it would seem we were able to increase the rate of compliance for several of the rules. One would hope that was achieved through further dissemination of the Levels of Adoption, and individual assistance to repositories.
In the case of <location> and <accessCondition>, the widely varying conformance percentages could be due to individual repository conformance.

